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This draft guidance, when finalized, will represent the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) current thinking on this topic. It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does not operate to bind FDA or the public. An alternative approach may be used if such approach satisfies the requirements of applicable statutes and regulations.

1. Purpose

The purpose of this draft guidance is to describe the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) current thinking regarding considerations in meeting the requirement on electronic copies of electronic records of Part 11 of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations; Electronic Records; Electronic Signatures. It provides guidance to industry, and is intended to assist persons who are subject to the rule to comply with the regulation. It may also assist FDA staff who apply part 11 to persons who are subject to the regulation.

---

1 This draft guidance was prepared under the aegis of the Office of Enforcement by the FDA Part 11 Compliance Committee. The committee is composed of representatives from each center within the Food and Drug Administration, the Office of Chief Counsel and the Office of Regulatory Affairs.
2. Scope

This draft guidance is one of a series of guidances about part 11. We intend to provide information with respect to FDA’s current thinking on acceptable ways of meeting part 11 requirements to ensure that electronic records and electronic signatures are trustworthy, reliable, and compatible with FDA’s public health responsibilities.

This draft guidance focuses on furnishing FDA with electronic copies of electronic records that are subject to part 11. It identifies key principles and practices in generating electronic copies of electronic records so that the electronic copies are accurate, complete and suitable for our inspection, review and copying. This draft guidance also addresses attributes of such electronic copies that make them accurate, complete, and suitable for our inspection, review and copying. It addresses some frequently asked questions, but is not intended to cover everything about electronic copies of electronic records.

2.1 Applicability

This draft guidance applies to electronic records and electronic signatures that persons create, modify, maintain, archive, retrieve, or transmit under any records or signature requirement set forth in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the Act), the Public Health Service Act (PHS Act), or any FDA regulation. Any requirements set forth in the Act, the PHS Act, or any FDA regulation, with the exception of part 11, are referred to in this document as predicate rules. Most predicate rules are contained in Title 21 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. In general, predicate rules address the research, production, and control of FDA regulated articles, and fall into several broad categories. Examples of such categories include, but are not limited to, manufacturing practices, laboratory practices, clinical and pre-clinical research, adverse event reporting, product tracking, and pre and post marketing submissions and reports.

This draft guidance is not intended to address issues relating to electronic records that you submit to FDA but that you are not required to maintain. Generally, for electronic records submitted to FDA, we will provide separate guidance on the technical aspects of making such submissions (e.g., file format and media).

2.2 Audience

We intend this draft guidance to provide useful information and recommendations to:

- Persons subject to part 11;
- Persons responsible for providing FDA with electronic copies of electronic records; and,
- Persons who develop products or services to enable implementation of part 11 requirements;

This draft guidance may also assist FDA staff who apply part 11 to persons subject to the regulation.
3. Definitions and Terminology

Unless otherwise specified below, all terms used in this draft guidance are defined in FDA’s draft guidance document, “Guidance For Industry, 21 CFR Part 11; Electronic Records; Electronic Signatures, Glossary of Terms,” a document common to the series of guidances on part 11.

4. Regulatory Requirements; What Does Part 11 Require?

- Section 11.10 requires persons to “employ procedures and controls designed to ensure the authenticity, integrity, and, when appropriate, the confidentiality of electronic records, and to ensure that the signer cannot readily repudiate the signed record as not genuine.” To satisfy this general requirement, persons must, among other things, employ procedures and controls that include "[t]he ability to generate accurate and complete copies of records in both human readable and electronic form suitable for inspection, review, and copying by, the agency." See 21 CFR 11.10(b).

- Section 11.10(e) requires that persons use secure, computer-generated, time-stamped audit trails that must, among other things, "be available for agency review and copying."
• Section 11.50(b) requires that, for signed electronic records, signature manifestation information (the signer's printed name, date/time of signing, and what the signature means) "be subject to the same controls as for electronic records." It follows that, for signed electronic records, accurate and complete copies of electronic records (in both human readable and electronic form suitable for inspection, review, and copying by the agency) include signature manifestation information. See 21 CFR 11.10(b).

5. Key Principles and Practices

5.1 Electronic copies of electronic records provided to FDA should be accurate and complete, but they do not necessarily have to be in the same file format and on the same media as the original electronic records. The file format of the electronic copy of the electronic record might differ from that of the original electronic record, yet still be suitable for our inspection, review, and copying. In general, we will consider electronic copies of electronic records to be accurate and complete if they convey all the information and revisions in the original electronic records. For example, we consider it extremely important that electronic copies of electronic records that contain text include any embedded notes, comments, and hidden text contained in the original electronic records. Likewise, we consider it extremely important that metadata, such as audit trails be included with the electronic copy. See 62 Fed. Reg. 13430, 13445-13446 (March 20, 1997).
We generally review copies of records to help us determine, among other things, if FDA requirements have been met, if there are safety or quality problems with a regulated article or process, and if you have taken appropriate steps to detect, prevent and correct problems that could impact public health. For us to reach fair and accurate conclusions, it is important that electronic copies of electronic records have accurate and complete information.

5.2 **The process of making an electronic copy of an electronic record in a file format that differs from the original should be validated.**

It is important that any file conversions you perform when you generate an electronic copy of an electronic record be validated. You should take into account the file formats and media that are suitable for our inspection, review, and copying, as described below, to determine when conversions may be warranted. The validation should be performed before making the copies. When you use a computer’s operating system to make an identical copy of an electronic record, the system usually has a built-in error checking mechanism to help ensure that the copy is, in fact, identical. In contrast, that mechanism might not be present in the process of converting from one file format to another. The conversion might be more complex, have additional sources of error, and be more likely to lose or modify information. Hence validation is important. The validation should ensure that information in the original electronic record has not been altered in, or deleted from, the electronic copy. As explained above, if information is missing from the electronic copy you provide to us, it might lead us to believe that you are not in compliance with predicate rules.
5.3 **Copies of hyperlinked records incorporated by reference should be included with the electronic copy of the electronic record.**

Electronic records sometimes use hyperlinks to incorporate other electronic records by reference. For example, an electronic record might read "click here to read the study protocol" or "click here to see the test results." Copies of hyperlinked records incorporated by reference should be included with the electronic copy of the electronic record. The reason is because the linked record might not be available throughout the primary record's retention period if, for example, the link is to an Internet web page that has been deleted, relocated, or significantly revised. If the link is broken, you might lose information that renders the electronic copy of the electronic record inaccurate or incomplete. In addition, the linked record might change over time even though the author of the primary electronic record intended to capture or reference certain information as it existed at one time. Accordingly, an electronic copy of the linked electronic record itself should be included with, or accompany, the electronic copy of the primary electronic record that links to it.

5.4 **Electronic copies of database queries should be included with electronic copies of electronic records, when appropriate.**

Where an electronic record is generated as the result of a database query, an electronic copy of the query file (which is an electronic record itself) should be included with, or accompany, the electronic copy of the electronic record. We believe it is important to
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have an electronic copy of the query to demonstrate how the information was extracted from the database (for example, to show that information was not inappropriately omitted or included).

5.5 *Electronic copies of electronic records should include, or be appended with, an authentication value.*

At the time you provide our representative(s) with an electronic copy of an electronic record, the copy should have an authentication value that can be used to show the electronic copy was accurate and complete when we received it. Once electronic copies of electronic records come into our possession we make every effort to ensure the continued integrity of those electronic copies. Having an authentication value can help us in this respect, and help to reassure you, as well, that the electronic copies we use in assessing your activities will retain their integrity. For example, a digital signature message digest or hash value could serve this purpose. The value should be applied by the party that makes the electronic copy of the electronic record.

5.6 *Electronic copies of electronic records should be in a file format and on media that enable FDA to read and process record data.*

In general, FDA can work with media and file formats that are widely available commercially. However, different media and data file formats might come into and go out of common use over time. Therefore, we will post on the Internet a listing of media and file formats we can manage; the web address is
http://www.fda.gov/ora/compliance_ref/Part11/default.htm. In addition, we suggest that you provide electronic copies of electronic records in a read-only format. If you are using an alternative approach that you believe satisfies applicable requirements, and you have any questions regarding the agency’s ability to inspect, review, and copy such electronic records, we encourage you to contact us.

We consider it very important that we be able to process the data in electronic records using our own computer hardware and software. See 62 Federal Register 13430, 13445-13446 (March 20, 1997). The hardware and software we use to process information in electronic copies you give us need not be identical to hardware and software you use to process information in the original electronic records. However, it is important that we can perform the same kinds of data processing, and copies should not be in a form that precludes such processing. For example, where you can word search text in your original electronic record, we should be able to word search the same text in our electronic copy. Likewise, where you can perform computations in your original spreadsheet electronic record, we should be able to do the same computations in our electronic copy. Similarly, where a table of values in an original electronic record can be searched and sorted, we should be able to search and sort the values in our electronic copy. Id.

We recognize that we would not necessarily have to possess the same hardware and software you used to create the original electronic record, in order to conduct a satisfactory review of the electronic copy of an electronic record. A variety of
conversion tools might be available for your use to generate a satisfactory electronic copy of an electronic record. For example, some software programs have "export" or "save as" functions that can create suitable electronic copies of electronic records. Likewise, some hardware/software combinations might have the ability to emulate other hardware/software combinations. Therefore, we encourage you to consult our Internet posting when you consider adopting a given electronic record file format and media to ensure that (if the file format and media are not listed among those we can manage) conversion tools are available to generate a satisfactory electronic copy of the electronic record. Otherwise, an electronic copy of an electronic record might not be suitable for our inspection, review, and copying.

5.7 If original electronic records were signed electronically, electronic copies of the original electronic records should have electronic signatures that are capable of being authenticated.

It is important that where original electronic records were signed using electronic signatures, electronic copies of the electronic records also replicate the electronic signatures using the same signature technology used for the original electronic record. We should be able to authenticate any copied electronic signatures.

Where electronic signatures are based on combinations of technologies (e.g., identification codes used in combination with passwords, digital signatures, or biometrics, as discussed below) methods of authentication should likewise correspond to each technology used to execute the electronic signature in the first place.
5.7.1 Signature manifestation information

Where original electronic records were signed using electronic signatures, human readable forms (such as video displays and paper printouts) of the electronic copies should display signature manifestation information required by section 11.50 (e.g., the signer's printed name, date/time of signing and what the signature means). Section 11.50(b) requires that such information “be subject to the same controls as for electronic records.” It follows that, for signed electronic records, accurate and complete copies of electronic records (in human readable and electronic form suitable for inspection, review, and copying by the agency) include signature manifestation information.

5.7.2 Digital signatures

We should be able to authenticate any digital signature in an electronic copy of an electronic record. This authentication might be done by providing us with the means to authenticate the digital signatures ourselves, or by authenticating the electronic copies using your own system, in our presence, before we remove the electronic copies from your facility.

Where digital signatures are based on public/private key pairs, and you elect to provide us with the means to authenticate these signatures ourselves, you should provide us with a copy of the signer's public key or digital certificate. You should also identify the software method used to apply the original digital signature, so we may use the appropriate authentication program.
5.7.3 Electronic signatures based on identification codes combined with passwords

You should be prepared to provide documentation that establishes the authenticity of the electronic signature and its link to the signed electronic record. We do not expect you to reveal passwords.

5.7.4 Electronic signatures based on biometrics

You should be prepared to provide documentation that establishes the authenticity of the biometric based electronic signature and its link to the signed electronic record. We do not expect to receive copies of the binary value (or range of values) representing individuals' biometric traits (such as a fingerprint or iris pattern that serves as the basis for the electronic signature).

5.7.5 Handwritten signatures on paper used to sign an electronic record

If you applied a handwritten signature to a piece of paper to sign an electronic record, you should be able to give us a paper copy of the signed piece of paper in addition to an electronic copy of the electronic record. The piece of paper, and our copy of it, should include information that links the handwritten signature to the electronic record. For example, such information should include the exact (file) name of the electronic record, the size of the record in bytes, the date and time of its creation, and an authentication value, such as a check sum or mathematical hash value that uniquely represents the electronic record.